Circular

Sub: Waival of 1.3% supervision charges of the works carried out by MIDC Authority under DDF schemes in MIDC / Industrial cluster area.

Ref: 1. MIDC CEO L.No. MIDC/CEO/C40596 /of 2015
2. BR.527 dtd.14.10.2015 (Item No.13)

To boost up the Industrial corridor in the state and to retain the leadership position of Maharashtra in Industrial within the country, the Government of Maharashtra has released the Industrial policy 2013.

Power plays a vital role in this Industrial Development; in view of this additional funds are provided to MIDC for establishment of Power Supply Infrastructure such as new substations, HT & LT lines, augmentation of substations, Conversion of Overhead to Underground network, separation of MIDC feeder work etc. Generally MIDC provides all the basic infrastructure facilities such as water supply along with pumping machineries, construction of substations, street lights etc. for MIDC installations. For this MIDC is having all equal set up comprising of Electrical Engineers for execution & supervision of all the electrical works.

To attain the objective of GoM set down for industries, now MIDC authority has decided to create and upgrade the Power supply infrastructure as per requirement in MIDC areas and industrial cluster area outside MIDC (where industries are developed in cluster and works are carried out by MIDC) under Dedicated Distribution Facility (DDF). In this regards, the Chief executive officer MIDC proposed to waive the 1.3% supervision charges for MIDC works carried out for MIDC area and industrial cluster area outside the MIDC area under DDF scheme vide letter under reference (1).

This issue was discussed and considered in Board of Directors and the approval in this regards is accorded vide B.R. under ref. 2.

Accordingly, the Waival of 1.3% supervision charges of the works carried out by MIDC Authority under DDF schemes in MIDC / Industrial cluster area is applicable subject to MIDC shall execute the works as per MSEDC’s Standard Method of Constructions. This waival of 1.3% supervision charges in DDF schemes will not be applicable for individual industrial consumer/non MIDC authority.

This circular comes into immediate effect.

Chief Engineer (Distribution)

Copy s. w. r to:
The Managing Director, MSEDCL, Mumbai.
The Director (V & S), MSEDCL, Mumbai
The Director (Operations)/ (Projects)/ (Finance), MSEDCL, Mumbai
The Executive Director (Dist-I/Dist-II/Dist-III/Dist-IV), MSEDCL, Mumbai

Copy f. w. cs to:
The Chief Engineer (IR/QC)/ (Comm.)/APDRP/INFRA/PP/Stores/Civil, MSEDCL, Mumbai.
The Chief Investigation Officer, MSEDCL, Mumbai.
All Chief Engineer, O & M Zones, MSEDCL
The Chief Engineer (TRD), Nashik.
The C.G.M (T/E)/(P)/(IA)/(IT), MSEDCL, Mumbai.

Copy to:
All Superintending Engineers, O & M Circles, MSEDCL
All Executive Engineer, O & M Divisions, MSEDCL
All Sub Divisional Officers, O & M Sub-Divisions, MSEDCL